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Abstract

In the Unsplittable Flow on a Path problem (UFP) we
are given a path with non-negative edge capacities and
a set of tasks, each one characterized by a subpath, a
demand, and a pro�t. Our goal is to select a subset
of tasks of maximum total pro�t so that the total
demand of the selected tasks on each edge does not
exceed the respective edge capacity. UFP naturally
captures several applications in bandwidth allocation,
job scheduling, and caching.

Following a sequence of improvements, the current
best (polynomial time) approximation factor for UFP
is 2 + ε [Anagnostopoulos et al. SODA'14]. UFP also
admits a QPTAS [Bansal et al. STOC'06, Batra et
al. SODA'15], and �nding a PTAS is considered a
challenging open problem.

In this paper we make progress in the direction of
the mentioned open problem. Informally, we introduce
a technique to obtain real PTASs from PTASs with
resource augmentation where edge capacities can be
violated by a 1 + ε factor. While unfortunately we do
not have a resource-augmentation PTAS for the general
case of UFP, for many relevant special cases we have
such an algorithm or we provide one in this paper. For
example, our approach leads to a PTAS for the rooted
case of UFP, where all tasks share a common edge. This
is one of the simplest natural restrictions of UFP where
the best-known approximation was 2 + ε (like for the
general case).

At a high level, our technique is to sacri�ce a few
tasks in the optimal solution (with a small loss of pro�t)
in order to create a su�cient amount of slack capacity
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on each edge. This slack turns out to be large enough to
substitute the additional capacity we would gain from
resource augmentation. Crucial for our approach is that
we obtain slack from tasks with relatively small and rela-
tively large demand simultaneously. In all prior polyno-
mial time approximation algorithms the sacri�ced tasks
came from only one of these two groups.

1 Introduction

In the Unsplittable Flow on a Path problem (UFP) we
are given an undirected path G = (V,E), with edge
capacities u(e) ∈ N for e ∈ E. Furthermore, we are
given a set T of n tasks. Each task i ∈ T is speci�ed by
a subpath P (i) between the start (i. e., leftmost) vertex
s(i) ∈ V and the end (i. e., rightmost) vertex t(i) ∈ V , a
demand d(i) ∈ N, and a pro�t (or weight) w(i) ≥ 0. Our
goal is to select a subset T ′ ⊆ T of tasks of maximum
total pro�t such that for each edge e the total demand
of the selected tasks using e does not exceed u(e).

UFP and its variations are motivated by several
applications in bandwidth allocation [8, 17, 24], caching
[18], scheduling [4], multi-commodity demand �ow [16],
and resource allocation [7, 11, 19, 25]. For example, one
can interpret edges as time-slots, and their capacity as
the amount of a given resource whose supply varies over
time. Tasks can be interpreted as jobs that have to
be executed in a given time interval, and that need a
�xed amount of the considered resource. Note that the
problem is identical to Knapsack if G consists of a
single edge only.

UFP attracted a lot of attention in the last few
years in the approximation algorithms community. The
problem admits a QPTAS [5, 9] which (in some non-
trivial sense) builds up on a QPTAS for the rooted
case of the problem, where all tasks share a common
edge. The existence of a QPTAS gives some evidence
that UFP might indeed admit a PTAS: �nding it is
considered as a challenging open problem in the area.

In terms of polynomial-time approximation, the
�rst non-trivial result was anO(log n)-approximation by
Bansal et al. [6]. To achieve that, Bansal et al. reduced
the general case to the rooted case of the problem and
provided an O(1)-approximation for the latter. After



an improvement to (7 + ε)-approximation by Bonsma
et al. [10], the current best approximation ratio is 2 + ε
due to Anagnostopoulos et al. [3].

Traditionally, tasks are classi�ed into relatively
large and relatively small. A task i is δ-large if there is
an edge e ∈ P (i) such that d(i) ≥ δ · u(e) and δ-small
otherwise. All previous polynomial time approximation
algorithms for the problem and its special cases [3, 10,
11, 13, 16] essentially treat these two groups separately,
which inherently lose a factor of 2 in the approximation
ratio. It is challenging to handle the two groups in a
combined way by a polynomial time algorithm. This
can be seen from the fact that the ratio of 2 + ε is the
best known polynomial time result even for the special
case of uniform edge capacities [7, 11, 25] and for the
mentioned rooted case. No better result is known even
under resource augmentation, i. e., if we are allowed to
increase the capacity of all edges by a factor 1+ε and the
compared optimal solution does not have this privilege.

1.1 Our Results and Techniques In most prior
work on UFP the tasks are classi�ed into large and
small tasks as de�ned above, based on the input alone.
The sparsi�cation lemma by Batra et al. [9, Lemma 3.1]
allows us to deviate from this path. Let OPT be the
optimal solution. For each edge e, consider the 1/ε tasks
in OPT with largest demands using e. We call those
tasks locally large. Note that this de�nition depends
on OPT. The sparsi�cation lemma states that for any
κ ∈ N one can globally remove a set of tasks with total
weight O(κε) · w(OPT) such that for each edge e at
least κ of its locally large tasks are removed. Then,
intuitively, in a dynamic programming approach the
remaining locally large tasks can be guessed and the
gained slack can be used to simplify the computation
for the locally small tasks.

In this paper we push this approach further. By
using the sparsi�cation lemma we remove κ = 2/ε4 out
of the 1/ε5 largest tasks on each edge e. Then, each
locally small task on an edge has a very small demand
compared to the gained slack. If a task is locally small
on all of its used edges we call it shrinkable. Using LP-
based arguments (critically using that such tasks are
locally very small) we reduce the total demand of the
shrinkable tasks on each edge by a factor 1 − ε while
losing only a factor 1 +O(ε) in the total pro�t. Hence,
we sacri�ce on each edge e some fraction of both the
locally large and locally small tasks. This construction
is described in Section 2.

From the point of view of the shrinkable tasks, the
available capacity on each edge is by a factor 1 + Θ(ε)
larger than the actually needed capacity. In some infor-
mal sense, we use this to achieve the following goal. We

start with an approximation algorithm in the resource
augmentation setting, where the computed solution is
allowed to violate edge capacities by a factor 1+ε (while
comparing the pro�t with the optimal solution that can-
not do this). Then we transform it to an algorithm that
up to a factor 1+O(ε) achieves the same approximation
ratio without resource augmentation.

Typically, resource augmentation helps substan-
tially when designing approximation algorithms. Unfor-
tunately, a resource augmentation PTAS for the general
case of UFP is not known. Still, we believe that this is
a much easier task than achieving (directly) a PTAS
without resource augmentation for the same problem.
For instance, the additional capacity can be used to
round and discretize the demands of tasks, or to al-
low errors when estimating the required capacities for
subsets of tasks (a common step for small tasks of a
given instance). Meanwhile, we achieve PTASs for the
following special cases and variants of UFP:

• We design a resource augmentation PTAS for the
rooted case of UFP, and from there we derive a
PTAS for the setting without resource augmenta-
tion. We recall that here all task subpaths share
a common edge, and the previous best approxi-
mation algorithm for this case was the (2 + ε)-
approximation for the general case. As an exten-
sion to our approach, we also obtain a PTAS for
the case that all tasks use at least one out of a
subset of O(1) edges. In turn, this PTAS can be
used to obtain a PTAS for the non-containment
case of the problem, where no two tasks i, j satisfy
P (i) ⊆ P (j). See Section 3.

• We consider an unlimited-supply special case of
UFP (unl-UFP), where we are allowed to include
multiple copies of the same task in the solution.1

This is motivated by scenarios where each task
models a type of client, and there are many clients
of each type (enough to saturate the capacity of
some edge). To the best of our knowledge, this
unlimited-supply notion was not addressed before
in the framework of UFP, while it is common in
some related pricing problems [23]. We �rst design
a resource augmentation PTAS for unl-UFP via a
structural lemma that shows that there are near-
optimal solutions in which the small tasks are cho-

1This problem can be reduced in polynomial time to UFP via
a binary encoding trick: for a task i that can appear in at most ni

copies in a feasible solution, create tasks ik, k = 0, . . . , blog2 nic,
with P (ik) = P (i), d(ik) = 2kd(i) and w(ik) = 2kw(i). This
reduction takes polynomial time. It is easy to see that any feasible
solution to one problem can be mapped to an equal pro�t solution
of the other problem and vice versa.



sen in bundles. Using our technique above, we then
obtain a PTAS without resource augmentation.

• We obtain a PTAS for the special case of UFP
where the pro�t of each task i is proportional to its
area d(i) · |P (i)| (area-UFP). This special case is
also well-motivated: for example, considering P (i)
as a time interval as mentioned before, d(i) · |P (i)|
can be interpreted as the total volume of the
considered resource used to process task i (hence
it makes sense to charge i by that amount). In
this case the PTAS with resource augmentation is
already quite involved and requires some careful
charging arguments. We obtain a PTAS without
resource augmentation using the same technique.

Due to space constraints, we refer to the full version
of this paper for the last two results (i.e., the PTASs for
unl-UFP and for the case where the pro�t of each task
is proportional to its area).

1.2 Other Related Work UFP is strongly NP-
hard, even in the case of uniform edge capacities and
unit pro�ts [10, 18, 19]. If all tasks are su�ciently
small, Chekuri et al. [16] proved that one can achieve a
(1+ε)-approximation via LP-rounding. This generalizes
(and improves) previous results for the cases of uniform
edge capacities [11] and the no-bottleneck-assumption
(NBA) [13] (the NBA requires that maxi∈T d(i) ≤
mine∈E u(e)). Since relatively large tasks are easy to
handle, O(1)- and (2+ε)-approximation algorithms were
known for these two cases [11, 13, 16] before they were
known for the general case [3, 10].

An interesting question related to UFP is �nding
LP relaxations with small integrality gap. The stan-
dard LP has an integrality gap of Ω(n) [13]. By adding
extra constraints, Chekuri et al. [15] reduced the gap
to O(log2 n) (later improved to O(log n) by the same
authors [14]). Anagnostopoulos et al. [2] described a
compact LP for the cardinality case of UFP with con-
stant integrality gap. This directly implied an O(log n)
gap for the weighted case, matching [14]. They also
presented an extended (i. e., with extra variables be-
sides the task decision variables) compact LP relaxation
for weighted UFP with constant integrality gap. The
current best integrality gap for an LP-relaxation of the
problem is O(log n/ log log n) [22]. Finding a compact
non-extended LP relaxation with O(1) integrality gap
remains an interesting open problem.

Another interesting generalization of UFP, called
bag UFP, is obtained by grouping tasks into bags,
and requiring that at most one task per bag is se-
lected. Chakaravarthy et al. [12] gave an O(log n)-
approximation for the problem. This was improved by

Grandoni et al. [22] toO(log n/ log log n) in the weighted
version, and to O(1) in the cardinality version, via LP-
relaxations with the same integrality gaps.

The Unsplittable Flow on a Tree problem (UFT)
is the natural generalization of UFP where the input
graph is a tree rather than a path. This problem
is APX-hard, even for unit demands, edge capacities
being either 1 or 2, and trees with depth 3, see [21].
UFT admits an O(log2 n)-approximation [15], and a
48-approximation under the NBA [16]. Recently, an
O(k · log n)-approximation was presented in [1], where
k denotes the path-width of the tree (which is bounded
by O(log n) for any tree). The results holds even for
submodular objective functions. The Unsplittable Flow
problem has also been studied on more general graph
classes, see for instance [9] for a survey.

1.3 Preliminaries and Notation In a (unl-)UFP
instance, for each edge e ∈ E, let Te ⊆ T be the
(multi-)subset of tasks i using edge e, i. e., with e ∈
P (i).2 For every (multi-)set of tasks T ′, we de�ne
w(T ′) :=

∑
i∈T ′ w(i) and d(T ′) :=

∑
i∈T ′ d(i). The goal

of (unl-)UFP is to select a (multi-)set of tasks T ′ with
maximum pro�t w(T ′) such that d(T ′ ∩ Te) ≤ u(e) for
each edge e. In particular, in the unl-UFP model, we are
allowed to select each task from T arbitrarily often. For
an instance (G,T ) of UFP or unl-UFP, OPT denotes
an optimal solution and we de�ne opt = w(OPT) to be
the weight of OPT. Without loss of generality, we may
assume that |V | = 2n and that each vertex is either the
start-vertex or the end-vertex of exactly one input task.

Throughout this paper, we use the notation
Oε(f(n)) for functions that are in O(f(n)) if ε is a con-
stant.

We will crucially use the following sparsi�cation
lemma [9, Lemma 3.1].

Lemma 1.1. (Sparsification Lemma [9]) Let ε′ > 0
and κ ∈ N be constants. Given a UFP instance with
optimal solution OPT, there exists a feasible solution
OPT′ with pro�t opt′ ≥ (1−O(ε′)κ) · opt such that for
each edge e there exists a value δ′e ≥ 0 satisfying the
following conditions:

• d(Te ∩OPT′) ≤ u(e)− κ · δ′e;
• there are at most 1/ε′ tasks i ∈ Te∩OPT′ such that
d(i) ≥ δ′e.

2 Creating More Slack

In this section we present an approach to sacri�ce both
large and small tasks from the optimal solution to create

2We sometimes slightly abuse notation by identifying a sub-
path with the corresponding subset of edges.



some slack capacity on each edge. Compared to prior
work, we generate a larger amount of slack, while we
still lose only an O(ε)-fraction of the optimal pro�t. The
main result of this section is Lemma 2.1.

Lemma 2.1. Let ε > 0 be a constant. For a UFP
instance with an optimal solution OPT, there exists a
feasible solution OPT′′ with pro�t at least (1−O(ε))·opt
such that for each edge e there is a value δe ≥ 0
satisfying the following conditions:

1. either δe = (1/ε2)j for some integer j ≥ 0, or
δe = 0;

2. d(Te ∩OPT′′) ≤ u(e)− δe;

3. there are at most 1/ε5 tasks i ∈ Te ∩ OPT′′ such
that d(i) ≥ ε2 · δe;

4. the total demand of all tasks i ∈ Te ∩ OPT′′ such
that d(i) < ε2 · δe is at most 5δe/ε

3.

In the above lemma OPT′′ represents a near-optimal
solution, and δe is the slack that we create on each
edge. Points (2) and (3) above are similar in spirit
to the sparsi�cation lemma (Lemma 1.1). Point (1)
is introduced only to simplify the presentation (though
this is not essential to get the main qualitative result).
Point (4) is what makes our approach really di�erent:
it states that the total demand of locally small tasks is
not much larger than the slack δe.

In the remainder of this section we prove
Lemma 2.1. We start with the optimal solution OPT
and remove some of its tasks to generate some slack.
First we apply Lemma 1.1 with ε′ = ε5 and κ = 2/ε4

and we obtain a feasible solution OPT′ with opt′ ≥
(1 − O(ε)) · opt such that for each edge e there is a
value δ′e ≥ 0 satisfying the following conditions: (1)
d(Te ∩ OPT′) ≤ u(e) − 2δ′e/ε

4; (2) there are at most
1/ε5 tasks i ∈ Te ∩OPT′ such that d(i) ≥ δ′e.

At each edge e, we de�ne δ̂e by rounding δ′e to
the next higher power of (1/ε2): if δ′e > 0, then

de�ne δ̂e := (1/ε2)j where j ∈ N is such that δ′e ∈
((1/ε2)j−1, (1/ε2)j ]; and if δ′e = 0, then de�ne δ̂e := 0.

We observe that δ′e ≤ δ̂e ≤ δ′e/ε
2. Therefore, we have

the following properties on δ̂e.

Proposition 2.1. For every edge e, we have:

• d(Te ∩OPT′) ≤ u(e)− 2δ̂e/ε
2;

• there are at most 1/ε5 tasks i ∈ Te ∩ OPT′ such

that d(i) ≥ δ̂e.

In a second step, we generate even more slack. To
achieve that, we classify the tasks into shrinkable and

non-shrinkable. This de�nition is similar in spirit to the
usual classi�cation into small and large tasks. However,
it is not exactly the same and in particular it is based on
the values {δ̂e}e. We say a task i ∈ OPT′ is shrinkable

if for every edge e ∈ P (i), we have d(i) < δ̂e; otherwise
we say that it is non-shrinkable. Denote by OPT′S and
OPT′NS the shrinkable tasks and the non-shrinkable
tasks in OPT′, respectively.

Intuitively, we want to shrink the shrinkable tasks
by a factor 1 − ε. The gained slack on each edge
will then be proportional to the total demand of the
shrinkable tasks using this edge (an ε-fraction of the
latter). However, we cannot simply reduce the demand
of each shrinkable task by a factor 1 − ε. Instead,
we construct an integral solution OPT′′S by removing
some shrinkable tasks from OPT′S in such a way that
we lose only a factor 1 − O(ε) in the pro�t while still
gaining the desired amount of slack. Key here is that
each shrinkable task i uses less than an ε2-fraction of
the available capacity for the shrinkable tasks (i. e., the
capacity not used by the non-shrinkable tasks) on each
edge e ∈ P (i). Thus, each shrinkable task is ε2-small.
For such tasks it is known that the canonical LP has
an integrality gap of 1−O(ε), see [16]. In our analysis,
we �rst construct a fractional solution for the shrinkable
tasks in which each shrinkable task is reduced by a factor
1− ε, and then round this solution to an integral one.

Lemma 2.2. There is a set OPT′′S ⊆ OPT′S with pro�t
at least (1 − O(ε)) · opt′S such that on each edge e we

have d(Te ∩OPT′′S) ≤ (1− ε) · d(Te ∩OPT′S) + δ̂e/ε
2.

Proof. In order to construct OPT′′S , we consider the
following linear program, where ũ(e) denotes (1 − ε) ·
d(Te ∩OPT′S) + δ̂e/ε

2.

max
∑

i∈OPT′S

w(i) · xi

s. t.
∑

i∈Te∩OPT′S

d(i) · xi ≤ ũ(e) ∀e ∈ E

0 ≤ xi ≤ 1 ∀i ∈ OPT′S

Obviously, setting every xi to 1 − ε gives a feasible
fractional solution of pro�t (1 − ε) · opt′S . We note
that for every task i ∈ OPT′S and for every edge

e ∈ P (i), we have d(i) < δ̂e ≤ ε2 · ũ(e). Thus a
result in [16, Corollary 3.4] shows that the integrality
gap of the above LP is at least 1 − O(ε). Therefore,
there is an integral solution OPT′′S to the linear program
with weight at least 1 − O(ε) times the weight of the
fractional solution above which implies that opt′′S ≥
(1−O(ε)) · opt′S . �



At each edge e, we de�ne the �nal slack δe with
respect to the term ze := δ̂e/ε

2 + ε · d(Te ∩ OPT′S): If
ze > 0, then de�ne δe := (1/ε2)j where j ∈ N is such
that ze ∈ [(1/ε2)j , (1/ε2)j+1); and if ze = 0, then de�ne

δe := 0. Noting that δ̂e is either 0 or a power of 1/ε2,
we have:

Fact 2.1. δe ≥ δ̂e/ε2.

The following lemma bounds the total demand of
the small tasks on each edge. Intuitively, these tasks
are roughly the shrinkable tasks. Since each unit of a
shrinkable task contributes ε unit to the slack, the total
demand of these tasks is roughly δe/ε (up to a constant
factor).

Lemma 2.3. For every edge e ∈ E, the total demand of
all tasks i in Te ∩ OPT′ such that d(i) < ε2 · δe is at
most 5δe/ε

3.

Proof. We classify the tasks i in Te ∩ OPT′ such that
d(i) < ε2 · δe into three kinds: (1) The tasks i such

that d(i) < δ̂e′ for all e
′ ∈ P (i); (2) The tasks i such

that d(i) ≥ δ̂e; (3) The tasks i such that d(i) < δ̂e and

d(i) ≥ δ̂e′ for some e′ ∈ P (i) that is di�erent from e.
The tasks of kind (1) are the shrinkable tasks. From

the de�nition of δe, their total demand d(Te∩OPT′S) is
at most ze/ε ≤ δe/ε3.

The number of tasks of kind (2) is at most 1/ε5 by
Proposition 2.1. Each of them has demand at most ε2·δe
from the lemma assumption. Thus their total demand
is at most δe/ε

3.
To analyze the tasks of kind (3), we construct a

sequence {ek}k≥0 of edges to the right (resp. left) of e:
de�ne e0 as e; for every k ≥ 1, de�ne ek as the leftmost
edge to the right of ek−1 (resp. the rightmost edge to

the left of ek−1) such that δ̂ek < δ̂ek−1
. Consider a

task i of kind (3). In one of the two sequences above,

there exists some k ≥ 1 such that δ̂ek ≤ d(i) < δ̂ek−1
.

We then associate task i to the edge ek. For every
edge ek (k ≥ 1) in either sequence, there are at most
1/ε5 tasks associated to ek by Proposition 2.1. Since

every such task has demand at most δ̂ek−1
, their total

demand is at most δ̂ek−1
/ε5. Summing over all edges

ek(k ≥ 1) from both sequences, and noting that δ̂ek
decreases exponentially in k and using Fact 2.1, we then
have the total demand of the tasks of kind (3) is at most

2 ·
∑
k≥1

δ̂ek−1
/ε5 ≤ 3δ̂e/ε

5 ≤ 3δe/ε
3.

Summing the demand over the three kinds of tasks
leads to the statement. �

Finally, we de�ne OPT′′ := OPT′′S ∪ OPT′NS . We
note that OPT′′ ⊆ OPT′.

Proof (sketch) of Lemma 2.1. Point (1) comes
directly from the de�nition of δe. Point (2) combines
Proposition 2.1, Lemma 2.2, and the de�nition of δe.
Point (3) follows from Proposition 2.1 and Fact 2.1.
Point (4) follows from Lemma 2.3. �

3 A PTAS for Rooted UFP

In this section we present a PTAS for rooted UFP. We
start by presenting a PTAS under resource augmenta-
tion for the problem, where we are allowed to violate
the edge capacities by a factor 1 + µ for some µ > 0.
Then we turn it into a standard PTAS by means of our
approach. Finally, we discuss some useful consequences
of our algorithm, such as a PTAS for non-containment
UFP.

Recall that in rooted UFP all tasks share a common
edge. We denote it by eM . Without loss of generality,
we assume that the edge capacities are non-decreasing
from the leftmost edge to eM and non-increasing from
eM to the rightmost edge.

3.1 With Resource Augmentation One bene�t of
resource augmentation is that we can partition the given
instance into a polynomial number of subinstances with
a constant range of edge capacities, as in the following
lemma.3 Its proof is in Appendix A.

Lemma 3.1. Let ε, µ > 0 be constants where µ ≤ 1.
By losing an ε fraction of the pro�t and increasing the
edge capacities by a factor 1+µ we can reduce the given
instance to a polynomial number of subinstances such
that for each of them there is some parameter U such
that u(e) ∈ [(µ/3)1/ε · U,U ] for each edge e.

We solve each of the new instances separately. Consider
such an instance. Resource augmentation allows us to
round the edge capacities to powers of 1 + µ such that
they form a step function. This function has a constant
number of steps, using the properties of the rooted case.

Fact 3.1. By increasing the edge capacities by a factor
1 + µ we can assume that they attain only ( 1

εµ )O(1)

di�erent values and that they remain non-decreasing on
the left of eM and non-increasing on the right of eM .

Now the problem becomes easy: as long as a solu-
tion is feasible on the ( 1

εµ )O(1) edges where the pro�le
decreases when moving from eM to the right or to the
left, it is globally feasible. Thus the remaining prob-
lem is equivalent to an instance of constant-dimensional

3Indeed, Lemma 3.1 holds also for the general UFP (under
resource augmentation), not only for rooted UFP.



knapsack. For the latter, there is a PTAS [20]. There-
fore, we have:

Theorem 3.1. Let ε, µ > 0 be constants where µ ≤ 1.
There is a polynomial time (1 + ε)-approximation algo-
rithm for rooted UFP under 1 + µ resource augmenta-
tion.

3.2 Without Resource Augmentation We study
now the case without resource augmentation. The
following lemma is a strengthening of Lemma 2.1 where
we crucially use the extra properties of the rooted case.

Lemma 3.2. Let ε > 0 be a constant. For a rooted UFP
instance with an optimal solution OPT, there exists a
feasible solution OPT′′ with slack {δe}e∈E satisfying
all the conditions of Lemma 2.1 plus the following
condition: for any two edges e and e′ with e to the left
of e′ and e′ to the left of eM , we have δe ≤ δe′ . A
symmetric claim holds for the edges to the right of eM .

Proof. Consider the same construction as in Lemma 2.1
and with the same notation. To show the additional
claim, let us �rst give some intuition about the proof of
the sparsi�cation lemma (Lemma 1.1) in [9]: for each
edge e, there are κ tasks out of the 1/ε′ tasks with
largest demand in OPT∩ Te that are removed, and the
value δ′e is the smallest demand among those removed
tasks. Consider two edges e and e′ with e to the left
of e′ and e′ to the left of eM . Since in our setting all
tasks use eM we have δ′e ≤ δ′e′ . Thus δ̂e ≤ δ̂e′ . Also, it
holds that d(Te ∩OPT′S) ≤ d(Te′ ∩OPT′S). Therefore,
ze ≤ ze′ and thus δe ≤ δe′ . Similarly, we can show that
for any two edges e and e′ with e to the right of e′ and
e′ to the right of eM we have δe ≤ δe′ . �

Based on the near-optimal solution OPT′′ and the
slack {δe}e∈E from Lemma 3.2, we de�ne a recursive
algorithm that computes a solution with weight at least
opt′′(1 − O(ε)) and might use the full capacity of the
edges. So compared to OPT′′ we use a kind of resource
augmentation. On a high level, our algorithm proceeds
in phases and each phase corresponds to the tasks
of a certain type (with respect to the slack amount
at the edges, see Section 3.2.1). In each phase, we
guess the huge tasks and the tiny tasks of that type in
the near-optimal solution, see Section 3.2.2. However,
this recursive algorithm might need exponential running
time. We describe in Section 3.2.3 how to turn it
into a polynomial time dynamic program. The key is
that, when we proceed through the phases, due to the
slack we can �forget� some of the tasks that we guessed
previously. All the �forgotten� tasks will �t into the
slack. This ensures that the computed solution is still
feasible while the number of DP-cells is bounded by a
polynomial.

3.2.1 Types and their Properties We de�ne the
type of an edge e with respect to the slack δe.

Definition 3.1. (type) For each edge e ∈ E, we de�ne
its type type(e) as follows: If δe = (1/ε2)j for some
j ∈ N, then de�ne type(e) := j; and if δe = 0, then
de�ne type(e) := −1. For every type j, the slack of type
j is δ(j) := (1/ε2)j if j ∈ N and δ(j) := 0 if j = −1.
We say that a task i ∈ T is of type j if P (i) uses an
edge of type j and no edge of type j − 1 or smaller. Let
T (j) ⊆ T denote all tasks of type j.

Definition 3.2. (huge and tiny) For a task i ∈ T of
type j, it is huge if d(i) ≥ ε2 · δ(j) and tiny otherwise.

We partition the tiny tasks in OPT′′ according to

their types: for every type j, we de�ne OPT
′′(j)
T to be

the tiny tasks in OPT′′ that have type j. We classify the
huge tasks in OPT′′ slightly di�erently: for every type

j, we de�ne OPT
′′(j)
H to be the huge tasks i in OPT′′

that have type at most j and such that d(i) ≥ ε2 · δ(j).
Intuitively, OPT

′′(j)
H contains all huge tasks of type j

plus some very huge tasks of type less than j. We note

that OPT
′′(j)
H may have some overlap with OPT

′′(`)
H for

` < j. The overlap later enables us to �forget� some sets

OPT
′′(`)
H in the dynamic program.
For simplicity of presentation assume that for each

type j there is at least one edge of type j on the left

(resp. on the right) of eM . Let e
(j)
L and e

(j)
R denote the

�innermost type-j edges,� i. e., the rightmost edge e of
type j on the left of eM and the leftmost edge of type j
on the right of eM , respectively.

Fact 3.2. A task has type at most j if and only if it

uses e
(j)
L or e

(j)
R .

Using Fact 3.2 and the de�nition of OPT
′′(j)
H and

OPT
′′(j)
T we have:

Proposition 3.1. For every type j we have:

• OPT
′′(j)
H is the set of the tasks i ∈

(
T
e
(j)
L

∪ T
e
(j)
R

)
∩

OPT′′ such that d(i) ≥ ε2 · δ(j);

From Proposition 3.1 and Lemma 3.2 we have:

Proposition 3.2. For every type j we have

|OPT
′′(j)
H | ≤ 2/ε5 and d(OPT

′′(j)
T ) ≤ 10δ(j)/ε3.

3.2.2 Guessing Tasks According to Types In the
initial phase k = −1, every task of this type is huge. We

�rst guess the two edges e
(−1)
L , e

(−1)
R and then we guess

the set OPT
′′(−1)
H of the tasks using e

(−1)
L or e

(−1)
R . This



can be done in time nOε(1) since there are only Oε(1)
such tasks by Proposition 3.2.

Now we describe what we do in a general phase
k ≥ 0. Our goal is to select tasks of type k whose
pro�t and used capacities on each edge are almost the
same as those of OPT′′. First, we guess the two edges

e
(k)
L , e

(k)
R and the set of huge tasks OPT

′′(k)
H . Again

this can be done in time nOε(1). To compute the tiny

tasks OPT
′′(k)
T approximately, we de�ne the function

f (k) : E 7→ N as f (k)(e) := d(Te ∩ OPT
′′(k)
T ) which

describes how much capacity these tasks use on all edges
in the instance. Ideally, we would like to guess f (k).
This is not achievable in polynomial time since f (k) can
have linearly many steps. Instead, we round each f (k)(e)
to the next higher integral multiple of δ(k)/4 and thus
obtain a pro�le f̄ (k) as follows:

f̄ (k)(e) :=

⌈
f (k)(e)

(δ(k)/4)

⌉
· (δ(k)/4), for each e ∈ E.

See Figure 1. On each edge e we want to allocate f̄ (k)(e)
units of capacity for the tiny tasks of type k. Recall that
on all edges e with f (k)(e) > 0 (i. e., the edges used by

tasks in OPT
′′(k)
T ) we have at least δ(k) units of slack

available. This justi�es that we round up f (k)(e). Now
we summarize some properties of the pro�le f̄ (k).

Lemma 3.3. The pro�le f̄ (k) is a step function with
O(1/ε3) steps that satis�es

1. maxe f̄
(k)(e) ≤ 10δ(k)/ε3;

2. f̄ (k) is non-decreasing (resp., non-increasing) be-
tween the leftmost (resp., rightmost) edge of E and
eM ;

3. the image of f̄ (k) contains only integral multiples of
δ(k)/4.

Proof. The �rst property follows from Proposition 3.2;
the second property comes from the fact that all tasks

in OPT
′′(k)
T use eM ; and the third property is by the

de�nition of f̄ (k). From the three properties, we know
the step function has O(1/ε3) steps. �

Note that for each type k the pro�le f̄ (k) uses
slightly more capacity on each edge compared with the

tasks of OPT
′′(k)
T . However, using a geometric sum

argument we show in the next lemma that on each edge
e the edge capacity u(e) is still satis�ed when f̄ (j)(e)
units of capacity is allocated to the tiny tasks of each
type j. In fact, there is still a bit of the remaining slack.

Lemma 3.4. Let e be an edge of type k. Then∑k
j=−1 f̄

(j)(e)+d
(⋃k

j=−1 Te∩OPT
′′(j)
H

)
≤ u(e)−2δe/3.

Proof. For every type −1 ≤ j ≤ k, we have

f̄ (j)(e) ≤ f (j)(e) + δ(j)/4 = d(Te ∩OPT
′′(j)
T ) + δ(j)/4.

Therefore, we have∑k
j=−1f̄

(j)(e) + d
(⋃k

j=−1Te ∩OPT
′′(j)
H

)
=d(Te ∩OPT′′) +

∑k
j=−1δ

(j)/4

≤(u(e)− δe) + δe/3

=u(e)− 2δe/3,

where the second last step follows from Lemma 3.2 and
a geometric sum argument. �

It only remains to �nd a set of tiny tasks that �t

into a guessed pro�le f̄
(k)
ALG. We observe that T (k) (see

De�nition 3.1) contains all tasks i that use e
(k)
L or e

(k)
R

but neither e
(k−1)
L nor e

(k−1)
R (by Fact 3.2). Thus T (k)

can inferred from our guesses for e
(k)
L , e

(k)
R , e

(k−1)
L , and

e
(k−1)
R . The following lemma shows that there is an

algorithm that �lls the pro�le f̄
(k)
ALG using tiny tasks

from T (k) in a near-optimal way.

Lemma 3.5. Let f̄
(k)
ALG be a pro�le satisfying the prop-

erties in Lemma 3.3. There is a polynomial time algo-

rithm that computes a subset ALG
(k)
T of the tiny tasks in

T (k) such that d(Te ∩ALG
(k)
T ) ≤ f̄ (k)ALG(e) for each edge

e and that w(ALG
(k)
T ) is at least (1 − O(ε))-fraction of

the maximum pro�t achievable.

Proof. Let T ′ be the set of tiny tasks in T (k), i. e.,
T ′ := {i ∈ T (k) | d(i) < ε2 · δ(k)}. We set up a linear
program to formulate the problem of �lling the pro�le

f̄
(k)
ALG using tasks from T ′.

max
∑
i∈T ′

w(i) · xi

s. t.
∑

i∈Te∩T ′
d(i) · xi ≤ f̄ (k)ALG(e) ∀e ∈ E

0 ≤ xi ≤ 1 ∀i ∈ T ′

For every tasks i ∈ T ′, we have d(i) < ε2 · δ(k);
and for every edge e ∈ E such that f̄

(k)
ALG(e) > 0, we

have f̄
(k)
ALG(e) ≥ δ(k)/4 from Lemma 3.3. Therefore

using a result in [16, Corollary 3.4] we can compute

in polynomial time an integral solution ALG
(k)
T with

weight at least (1 − O(ε)) times the objective value of
the linear program. �
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Figure 1: Pro�le f̄ (k) in phase k. The horizontal base line represents the entire path E and the outermost curve
represents the capacity u(e) at every edge e. The upper dotted curve represents the function f (k) and the upper
solid curve (consisting of horizontal and vertical segments) represents the pro�le f̄ (k). We remark that the height
of the pro�le in phase k− 2 (the lower solid curve) or in a phase less than k− 2 is much smaller than that of f̄ (k).

3.2.3 Dynamic Program via Forgetting Tasks

The naive recursive algorithm does not have polynomial
time performance since in each phase there are polyno-
mially many possibilities for our guesses and the depth
of our recursion can be ωε(1). Therefore, we want to
embed our routine into a dynamic program. Ideally,
we want to have one DP-cell for each arising subprob-
lem, speci�ed by the current phase k and the previously
guessed huge tasks and pro�les in phases up to k − 1.
However, the number of DP-cells is super-polynomial.
To bound this number by a polynomial, there are two
major di�culties: First, the number of the previously
guessed pro�les is k = ωε(1) and we could a�ord to re-
member Oε(1) pro�les but not all of them. Secondly,
the number of previously guessed huge tasks can be
Ωε(k) = ωε(1) and again we could a�ord to remember
Oε(1) tasks.

We �x these issues by using the slack. Intuitively,
we argue that we are able to �forget� some of the above
information if in phases k, k + 1, and so on, we do not
use the full capacity of each edge but leave a bit of slack,
just like OPT′′ does. The �forgotten� information will
represent part of previously selected tasks but we argue
that those have small total demand compared to the

slack.
First, we argue that we only need to remember one

previous pro�le thanks to the slack. Indeed, every edge
e of type k has enough slack to accommodate the total
demand of all pro�les in phases up to k − 2, as shown
in the following lemma.

Lemma 3.6. Let e be an edge of type k. We have∑k−2
j=−1 f̄

(j)(e) ≤ δ(k)/3.
The proof of Lemma 3.6 combines Lemma 3.3 with a
geometric sum argument. Therefore, from Lemma 3.6,
in phase k it is su�cient to remember the pro�le in
phase k − 1 only.

Next, we argue that we only need to remember
Oε(1) previous huge tasks thanks to the slack. We

can a�ord to remember the tasks in OPT
′′(k−1)
H since

there are only Oε(1) of them. A possibly problematic

huge task is a task i ∈ OPT
′′(j)
H \ OPT

′′(j+1)
H for some

j < k − 1. Consider an index j where such tasks exist.
On one hand, there are at most 2/ε5 such tasks by
Proposition 3.2; on the other hand, every such task i
satis�es d(i) < ε2 · δ(j+1). Therefore, for j = k − 3

we have d(OPT
′′(j)
H \ OPT

′′(j+1)
H ) ≤ 2ε · δ(k). Using

a geometric sum argument, we obtain the following



lemma.

Lemma 3.7. The demand of
(⋃k−3

j=−1 OPT
′′(j)
H

)
\

OPT
′′(k−2)
H is at most δ(k)/3.

Therefore, from Lemma 3.7, in phase k it is su�cient to
remember the huge tasks in phases k−2 and k−1 only,
where there are Oε(1) many tasks for each of them.

DP-cells. Each cell in our DP-table is character-
ized by

• two edges e and e′ representing the subpath E′ of
the current subproblem (including e and e′),

• an integer k ≥ −1 indicating that type(e) =
type(e′) = k,

• a function f̄
(k−1)
ALG : E 7→ N satisfying the pro�le

properties listed in Lemma 3.3,

• sets of huge tasks ALG
(k−2)
H and ALG

(k−1)
H each of

size at most 2/ε5.

The function f̄
(k−1)
ALG represents a previously guessed pro-

�le and the sets ALG
(k−2)
H and ALG

(k−1)
H represent pre-

viously guessed sets of huge tasks. They are counter-

parts of f̄ (k−1), OPT
′′(k−2)
H , and OPT

′′(k−1)
H .

Lemma 3.8. The number of DP-cells is bounded by a
polynomial.

Proof. There are O(n) choices for e and for e′ and

O(n2/ε
5

) choices for ALG
(k−2)
H and for ALG

(k−1)
H . The

type k ≥ −1 is at most O(log maxe u(e)), which is at
most polynomial to the size of the input. There are

nO(1/ε3) choices for f̄
(k−1)
ALG by Lemma 3.3. �

DP-solution. A solution for a DP-cell assigns a
type type(e) ≥ k to each edge e ∈ E′ (which then de�nes
δe := (1/ε2)type(e)), chooses pro�les f̄

(j)
ALG for all j ≥ k,

and selects sets of tasks ALG
(j)
H and ALG

(j)
T for all j ≥ k

with maximum total pro�t, such that

1. on the left (resp., right) of eM the types of the edges
are non-decreasing (resp., non-increasing);

2. for every type j ≥ k, the function f̄
(j)
ALG : E 7→ N

satis�es the pro�le properties listed in Lemma 3.3;

3. for every type j ≥ k and every e ∈ E, d(Te ∩
ALG

(j)
T ) ≤ f̄ (j)ALG(e);

4. for every type j ≥ k, ALG
(j)
H contains at most 2/ε5

huge tasks;

5. for every type j ≥ k and every edge e ∈ E′ of type
j, the total demand of the tasks from Te∩(ALG

(j)
H ∪

ALG
(j−1)
H ∪ ALG

(j−2)
H ) plus f̄

(j)
ALG(e) + f̄

(j−1)
ALG (e) is

at most u(e)− 2δ(j)/3.

Computation for DP-cell. To compute the so-

lution for a DP-cell, �rst, we guess e
(k)
L , e

(k)
R , the

pro�le f̄
(k)
ALG, and the set ALG

(k)
H for the huge tasks.

Next, we compute a (1 − O(ε))-approximate solution

ALG
(k)
T to the problem of selecting tiny tasks that are

feasible w.r.t. the edge capacities given by f̄
(k)
ALG (see

Lemma 3.5). Finally, we recurse on the subproblem de-

�ned by the subpath strictly between e
(k)
L and e

(k)
R , by

the type k + 1, by the pro�le f̄
(k)
ALG, and by the sets

ALG
(k−1)
H and ALG

(k)
H for the huge tasks.

Now we obtain the main theorem of this section.

Theorem 3.2. There is a PTAS for UFP if all input
tasks use a single edge.

Proof. Consider the root DP-cell where E′ = E, k =

−1, f̄
(k−1)
ALG ≡ 0, and ALG

(k−2)
H = ALG

(k−1)
H = ∅. Let

{ALG
(j)
H }j≥−1 and {ALG

(j)
T }j≥−1 be the sets in the DP-

solution at this cell. Let T ′ be the union of these sets.
First, we show that T ′ is a feasible solution to UFP,

i. e., d(Te ∩ T ′) ≤ u(e) for every e ∈ E. Consider
an edge e of type k. The set Te ∩ T ′ consists of two

parts: huge tasks
⋃
−1≤j≤k Te ∩ ALG

(j)
H and tiny tasks⋃

−1≤j≤k Te ∩ALG
(j)
T .

The huge tasks
⋃
−1≤j≤k Te ∩ ALG

(j)
H belong

to either Te ∩ (ALG
(k)
H ∪ ALG

(k−1)
H ∪ ALG

(k−2)
H ) or(⋃

−1≤j≤k−3 ALG
(j)
H

)
\ ALG

(k−2)
H . The demand of the

latter is at most δ(k)/3 which can be shown similarly as
Lemma 3.7.

From the third property of DP-solutions, the de-

mand of the tiny tasks
⋃
−1≤j≤k Te ∩ ALG

(j)
T is at

most
∑
−1≤j≤k f̄

(j)
ALG(e), which is the sum of (f̄

(k)
ALG(e)+

f̄
(k−1)
ALG (e)) and (

∑
−1≤j≤k−2 f̄

(j)
ALG(e)). The latter term

in this sum is at most δ(k)/3 using Lemma 3.6.
Combining the above, we have d(Te ∩ T ′) is

at most d
(
Te ∩ (ALG

(k)
H ∪ALG

(k−1)
H ∪ALG

(k−2)
H )

)
+(

f̄
(k)
ALG(e) + f̄

(k−1)
ALG (e)

)
+ 2δ(k)/3, which is at most u(e)

by the �fth property of DP-solution.
Next, we show that T ′ is near-optimal, i. e., w(T ′) ≥

(1−O(ε)) · opt. Consider the solution OPT′′′ obtained
from OPT′′ by replacing the tiny tasks in OPT′′ by
those obtained by �lling the pro�les f̄ (k) in a near-
optimal way, see Lemma 3.5. From Lemmas 3.2 and 3.5,
we have opt′′′ ≥ (1−O(ε)) ·opt. By Lemma 3.2, Propo-
sition 3.1, and Lemmas 3.3 and 3.4, OPT′′′ corresponds
to a feasible solution at the root DP-cell. Thus we have
w(T ′) ≥ opt′′′ ≥ (1 − O(ε)) · opt since T ′ is a solution
for the root DP-cell with maximum pro�t.

Finally, we analyze the running time of the DP. By



Lemma 3.8, the number of DP cells is polynomial. For
each DP cell, guessing the huge tasks and the pro�le
takes polynomial time and computing a near-optimal
set of tiny tasks to �ll a guessed pro�le again takes
polynomial time (Lemma 3.5). Therefore, the overall
running time of the DP is polynomial. �

3.3 Some Extensions It is possible to generalize our
PTAS for rooted UFP to the case where each task uses
at least one edge in an edge-subset R = {r1, . . . , r`}
where the number ` of edges is O(1) (subsequently called
`-rooted UFP).

One of the core reasons why our machinery for
rooted UFP works is the following: for each k the
edges of type k in OPT′′ form at most two subpaths.
For `-rooted UFP with ` = O(1) we can �nd a near-
optimal solution OPT′′ with the same properties as in
Lemma 3.2 (with larger constants though) such that the
edges of type k in OPT′′ form O(`) = O(1) subpaths.
We can adjust our previous DP such that it also works
in this case, and still runs in polynomial time. The proof
of following theorem is in the full version of the paper.

Theorem 3.3. There is a PTAS for `-rooted UFP with
` = O(1).

The above result has the following consequence on
no-containment UFP. An instance of no-containment
UFP is de�ned as an instance of UFP in which there
are no two tasks i, j such that P (i) ⊆ P (j). Therefore,
for each pair of tasks i, j such that s(i) is on the left of
s(j), we have t(i) is on the left of t(j). We reduce the
case of no-containment UFP to the case of (1/ε)-rooted
UFP by losing only a factor 1 + ε in the approximation.

Lemma 3.9. Given a no-containment UFP instance,
we can compute a set of edges Ē ⊆ E such that each
input tasks uses exactly one edge in Ē.

Proof. We identify the set of vertices V with consecutive
integers from left to right. Let i be the task with left-
most start vertex s(i); note that by our assumption in
Section 1.3 this task is unique. We de�ne the �rst edge
of Ē to be {s(i), s(i) + 1} and the second edge to be
{t(i), t(i) + 1}.

We construct the remaining instance inductively.
Let e be the right-most edge of the current Ē. Then we
set r to be the right-most end-vertex among all tasks in
Te and we add the edge {r, r+1} to Ē. If at some point
Te = ∅ and we have not reached the end of the instance,
we add to Ē the �rst edge e′ on the right of e such that
Te′ 6= ∅.

To see that each task uses at most one edge, let us
consider the left-most edge e ∈ Ē used by a task i. In

particular, i ∈ Te. Therefore the next edge e′ we added
to Ē (after adding e) will be on the right of t(i) and
thus i /∈ Te′ .

Now suppose by contradiction that there was a task
i that does not use an edge of Ē. By construction there
must be two consecutive edges e, e′ ∈ Ē such that s(i)
lies on the right of e and t(i) lies on the left of e′. Let
i′ ∈ Te be the task such that e′ = {t(i′), t(i′) + 1}.
Then e ∈ P (i) and thus P (i) is a subpath of P (i′),
contradicting the no-containment assumption. �

Let ē1, . . . , ēn′ denote the edges in Ē in order. See
Figure 2. Now we draw an o�set a ∈ {0, . . . , 1/ε − 1}
uniformly at random and delete all tasks crossing ēa+`/ε
for each ` ∈ N. Since each task uses exactly one edge in
Ē, the pro�t is decreased by an ε fraction in expectation.

Lemma 3.10. Let T̄ denote the set of deleted tasks.
Then E[w(OPT ∩ T̄ )] ≤ ε · opt.

We can derandomize the algorithm by trying all
1/ε o�sets a. The remaining instance splits into at
most n independent sub-instances where each of them
is a (1/ε)-rooted-UFP instance. We apply our PTAS in
Theorem 3.3 to each of them.

Theorem 3.4. There is a PTAS for no-containment
UFP.
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A Proof of Lemma 3.1

Proof. The proof is based on a random shift argument.
Here we restrict ourselves to the case of rooted UFP.
However, it is not hard to extend the proof to general
UFP.

For each edge e ∈ P , we de�ne type(e) ∈ N as the
integer j ∈ N such that u(e) ∈ [(3/µ)j , (3/µ)j+1). Then
type(e) is non-decreasing from the leftmost edge of E to
eM and non-increasing from eM to the rightmost edge
of E. We say that a task i is of type j if P (i) uses
an edge of type j and no edge of type j − 1 or lower.
For every j ∈ N, let T (j) ⊆ T denote all tasks of type
j. We choose j∗ ∈ [0, 1/ε) that minimizes the weight
of
⋃
j≡j∗ mod (1/ε) T

(j) ∩ OPT. This weight is at most
ε · opt. Thus by losing an ε fraction of the pro�t, we
may assume that a solution contains no task of type j
such that j ≡ j∗ mod (1/ε).

In the reduction, we remove from T all the tasks
of type j such that j ≡ j∗ mod (1/ε) and classify the
remaining tasks into groups such that every group is
the union of T (j) for the types j that are between two
consecutive removed types.4 This then decomposes the
initial problem into subproblems, each with a constant
range of edge capacities.

Formally, for every integer k, we construct a sub-
problem as follows: let Ak ⊆ T be the set of the
tasks whose types are in [ak + 1, ak + (1/ε)), where
ak = k/ε + j∗, and let Ek ⊆ E be the set of the
edges whose types are at least ak + 1. For each edge
e ∈ Ek, its capacity uk(e) in the subproblem is de�ned
by uk(e) := min (u(e), U), where U := 2 · (3/µ)ak+(1/ε).
We observe that uk(e) ∈ [(µ/3)1/ε · U,U ] for every
e ∈ Ek. We claim that OPT ∩ Ak is a solution to the
subproblem de�ned by Ak, Ek, and uk: every task in
OPT ∩ Ak must use one out of two edges of type at
most ak + (1/ε)−1,5 so the total demand of these tasks
is less than U . Let Sk be the optimal solution to this
subproblem. Then w(Sk) ≥ w(OPT ∩Ak).

Let S be the union of the solutions Sk to all
subproblems. Then w(S) ≥ (1− ε)opt. It only remains
to show that S is a solution to the initial problem if
the edge capacities are increased by a factor 1 + µ.
Consider an edge e of type j. Let k ∈ N be such
that j ∈ [ak + 1, ak + (1/ε)]. We observe that a task
in S using e can only belong to a set Sk′ for k

′ ≤ k.
The total demand of the tasks in Sk using the edge e
is at most uk(e) ≤ u(e). For every type k′ < k, the
total demand of the tasks in Sk′ using the edge e is at

4j∗ is unknown, but we can enumerate each of the (1/ε)
possibilities of j∗.

5They are the leftmost edge to the right of eM and the
rightmost edge to the left of eM that have type at most ak +

(1/ε)− 1.

most uk′(e) ≤ 2 ·(3/µ)ak′+(1/ε). Summing over all types
k′ ≤ k, we have the total demand of all tasks in S using
e is at most u(e) + 3 · (3/µ)ak ≤ (1 + µ) · u(e).

The number of subproblems is bounded by
maxe type(e), which is polynomial to the size of the in-
put since type(e) = O(log u(e)). This completes the
proof. �


